
Fully seal the back of the Mozawall panels with PCI NANOLIGHT WHITE*** i.e. with the flat side of the 
glue trowel according to the Buttering Floating method.

Make sure that all cavities are filled with adhesive. 

Using a 4 mm notched trowel, apply adhesive beads to the wall using PCI NANOLIGHT WHITE***.Push 
the Mozawall into place with a sliding movement. (consumption approx. 2 kg per m2 )

The front of the Mozawall is grouted and inlaid with PCI NANOFUG PREMIUM***
available in 28 colors. (consumption 0,84 Kg. p/m2)

For special applications: Chemical resistant, outdoor use, vandalism resistant, high quality even grouting, moisture 
impermeable, sauna, swimming pool use to bond PCI DURAPROX PREMIUM***. For grouting you can also use PCI 
DURAPROX PREMIUM in 17 colors (consumption 4 kg/m2).

*** or a similar product from another brand

Installation advice

Panels have a unique code at the bottom left corner of each panel. Codes run from A1 at the bottom left of 
the wall, ascending to A2, A3 etc. On top of that then comes row 2, with the first panel being B1, B2, B3 
Etc. Row 3 then starts with C1, and so on. 

Positioning panels

It is important that the panels are mounted atthe 
correct distance from each other.Make sure that 
the distance between the pebbles, on the2 
adjacent panels have the same joint width as 
bricks sitting in the middle of a panel. This 
preventsthe panel contours from being visible in 
the entire image.

If required, we offer:
the Mozawall application tool.   

Wall pre-treatment
 
The wall should be moisture-free and moisture-resistant. If necessary, a moisture-resistant coating can be 
applied in advance. Prime the substrate with PCI GISOGRUND*** (consumption approx. 0.21 Ltr. p/m2).

Gluing Mozawall

Grouting Mozawall

Advice: Clean off excess grout quickly and not too dry. If cleaning is done too dry, the abrasive effect 
can cause the top layer of the panels to become slightly dull. By washing quickly and not too dry, you 
can prevent this and preserve the gloss of the panel.  

High quality professional gluing & grouting.
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